
Trap has become the most influential genre and delivers the most sought after sounds. Spawning a 

wide variety of sub-genre branches that contribute to its massive structure. We know that your 

contribution will keep this genre evolving to new heights and we’ve got the tools to help you make 

that happen. What About Hybrid Trap Phoenix from W. A. Production is loaded with high-quality 

professional sounds. Inspired by such artists as Kai Wachi, TYNAN, Zomboy, Jack U and Borgore these 

are the sounds that will get the party started just like they do it. 

 

Everything you love about trap merged with the elements of dubstep. Aggressive bass, punchy snares 

and gritty synths. Dark and sharp glitched patterns, sub-bass and twisted hi-hat patterns. FX loops 

such as stuttered impacts, laser-like flybys, zips and zooms, intense risers, and sounds that creep up 

from behind and engulf your soul. Synth shots ranging from plucks, stabs, and rapid-fire. 808s that hit 

harder than a boxer on steroids. Arps, plucks, bleeps, blurps, wubs, and more. 

 

Unleash a brutal assault on the senses with first-class audio samples that will make your musical 

expertise rise above the rest. We’ve eliminated the raw, muffled, sub-par audio sample. Our sounds 

come perfectly leveled, mixed, and ready to go. We’ve left just the right amount of headroom for you 

to make your own modifications as well. If you don’t have time to sit and shape each and every sound, 

if your ideas just can’t wait, What About: Hybrid Trap Phoenix from W. A. Production is the pack you 

need. 

 

Product details: 

- 50 Melody & Bass Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 50 Synth Shots; 

- 50 Presets for Serum; 

- 30 Drum Loops; 

- 10 Kicks; 

- 11 Snares; 

- 10 Claps; 

- 13 Cymbals; 

- 7 Percussion; 

- 20 FX; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Requirements: 

Please Use Xfer Serum 1.30b4 Or Higher. 


